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FLEET WORKERS WIN
Threat of strikes forces climbdown on train prep cuts

AS ABM SLASHES
JOBS, CLEANERS
PLAN STRIKES

Fleet workers have won a major victory by
forcing LU management to abandon their
plans to extend safety maintenance
schedules on trains (“train prep”).
Train prep currently takes place every 24
hours, but bosses wanted to extend this by
varying amounts across diﬀerent lines - to
96 hours, 28 days, or even to three months
or longer.
RMT, which organises ﬂeet workers,
mounted a campaign against these cuts,
rightly arguing they would dramatically
compromise safety and put jobs at risk.
After a resounding ballot result, the union
named industrial action, whereby ﬂeet
workers refused to undertake or participate
in training for any work outside of their
substantive role. This action was essential in
order to prevent the company from training
up managers to act as scabs, performing
train prep during any strike. Some ﬂeet
workers found themselves sent home,
eﬀectively locked out, for participating in
this action, but they and the union held ﬁrm.
Strikes were then called for 17-20 May,
which happened to be FA Cup Final
weekend, and the bosses’ resolve
crumbled. What joy it was, then, to receive
the Employee Bulletin (above) announcing
management’s complete and utter defeat!
It’s possible management will attempt to

bring these proposals back in some form in
the future. Further action can be called from
the same ballot mandate within six months.
If there’s any sniﬀ of management
attempting to reintroduce the plans, new
strikes should be named.
But for now, a signiﬁcant victory has been
won. It was the action taken by ﬂeet
workers, and the decision to name a threeday strike rather than simply one day of
token action, that has forced management’s
hand. Naming that action was only possible
because of a determined and eﬀective
campaign mounted by RMT’s LU Fleet
branch to get the vote out in the industrial
action ballot.
Bosses’ attitude was: we’ve decided this
is happening, therefore it will happen, these
talks are just about discussing exactly how
the implementation will be managed.
Getting them to backdown was, they
insisted, impossible. But by organising,
taking action, and being prepared to take
further action, workers have made the
“impossible” possible. There’s a lesson for
all of us there: the bosses think they call the
shots, but our power to stop the job, if we’re
prepared to use it in an eﬀective way, can
always force their hand.
Onwards to the next victory!

Tube cleaners are planning for
industrial action, as cleaning contractor
ABM pushes ahead with a new wave of
job cuts.
Numerous stations with three or more
cleaners on a shift are losing at least one
position, with any agency cleaners ﬁrst in
the ﬁring line. Night shifts have also been
hit. Many are being told they have to
accept redeployment to a new station,
often nowhere near their current one.
Some cleaners are being told by ABM
supervisors and bosses that the pressure
to make cuts is coming directly from
TfL/LUL. We shouldn’t allow ABM bosses
to use that fact, if indeed it’s true, to get
themselves oﬀ the hook for making these
cuts. But, if true, it does mean that we
need to up the intensity of our ﬁght
against outsourcing. Instead of telling a
contractor to cut jobs, TfL/LUL should be
employing cleaners directly.
One pretext for the cuts, as we’ve
previously reported, is that ABM
committed to reduce the amount of
agency labour on the job when it took
over the consolidated contract. It has
taken many agency staﬀ from agencies
like AGS on a permanent basis, but now
appears to be trying to further reduce the
amount of agency labour by... cutting
jobs! We say: sack the agencies, not the
workers!
RMT cleaners
have been linking
with cleaners in
other unions, such
as IWGB, to plan
joint campaigns
against
outsourcing.
RMT’s demands for cleaners are for
free travel passes; company sick pay;
better holiday entitlement; and direct
employment. Strikes can win these
demands. Let’s build for action.

ABM SLASHING JOBS
It appears that ABM is mounting a
serious assault on jobs, with reports
flooding in from across LU of positions
being slashed.
Numerous stations with three or more
cleaners on a shift are losing at least
one position, with any agency cleaners
first in the firing line. Many are being
told they have to accept redeployment
to a new station, often nowhere near
their current one.
Some cleaners are being told by ABM
supervisors and bosses that the
pressure to make cuts is coming
directly from TfL/LUL. We shouldn’t
allow ABM bosses to use that fact, if
indeed it’s true, to get themselves off
the hook for making these cuts. But, if
true, it does mean that we need to up
the intensity of our fight against
outsourcing.
One pretext for the cuts, as we’ve
previously reported, is that ABM
committed to reduce the amount of
agency labour on the job when it took
over the consolidated contract. It has
taken many agency staff from
agencies like AGS on a permanent
basis, but now appears to be trying to
further reduce the amount of agency
labour by... cutting jobs! We say: sack
the agencies, not the workers!

